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Executive Summary

1��¿Æ§���XÛÆO¼�jwÆ¼jØ�jÙ¿ÆÈ�jÆx�b��~¿Æ�wÆÈ�jÆ���~j¿È�¼Ñ����~Æ��bj§j�bj�ÈÆjww�¼ÈÆÈ�ÆÈ¼AX�Æ
���j¿jÆX�È�ßj�Æ¿AÈ�¿wAXÈ���Æ�wÆ

government performance. China today is the world’s second largest economy and the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) has 

ruled for some seventy years. Yet long-term, publicly-available, and nationally-representative surveys in mainland China 

A¼jÆ¿�Æ¼A¼jÆÈ�AÈÆ�ÈÆ�¿Æb�wxXÑ�ÈÆÈ�Æ���ÙÆ��ÙÆ�¼b��A¼ÛÆ
���j¿jÆX�È�ßj�¿Æwjj�ÆAO�ÑÈÆÈ�j�¼Æ~�Øj¼��j�È¬

9jÆx�bÆÈ�AÈÆx¼¿È_Æ¿��XjÆÈ�jÆ¿ÈA¼ÈÆ�wÆÈ�jÆ¿Ñ¼ØjÛÆ��ÆÏááÊ_Æ
���j¿jÆX�È�ßj�Æ¿AÈ�¿wAXÈ���ÆÙ�È�Æ~�Øj¼��j�ÈÆ�A¿Æ��X¼jA¿jbÆØ�¼ÈÑA�-

�ÛÆAX¼�¿¿ÆÈ�jÆO�A¼b¬Æ�¼��ÆÈ�jÆ��§AXÈÆ�wÆO¼�AbÆ�AÈ���A�Æ§���X�j¿ÆÈ�ÆÈ�jÆX��bÑXÈÆ�wÆ��XA�ÆÈ�Ù�Æ�wxX�A�¿_Æ
���j¿jÆX�È�ßj�¿Æ¼AÈjÆ

the government as more capable and effective than ever before. Interestingly, more marginalized groups in poorer, inland 

regions are actually comparatively more likely to report increases in satisfaction. Second, the attitudes of Chinese citizens 

appear to respond (both positively and negatively) to real changes in their material well-being, which suggests that sup-

port could be undermined by the twin challenges of declining economic growth and a deteriorating natural environment. 

While the CCP is seemingly under no imminent threat of popular upheaval, it cannot take the support of its people for 

granted. Although state censorship and propaganda are widespread, our survey reveals that citizen perceptions of gov-

ernmental performance respond most to real, measurable changes in individuals’ material well-being. For government 

leaders, this is a double-edged sword, as citizens who have grown accustomed to increases in living standards will expect 

¿ÑX�Æ��§¼�Øj�j�È¿ÆÈ�ÆX��È��Ñj_ÆA�bÆX�È�ßj�¿ÆÙ��Æ§¼A�¿jÆ~�Øj¼��j�ÈÆ�wxX�A�¿Æw�¼ÆjwwjXÈ�ØjÆ§���X�j¿Æ�AÛÆ��bjjbÆO�A�jÆ

them when such policy failures affect them or their family members directly. While our survey reinforces narratives of 



+Æ¼j¿���j�Xj_Æ�Ñ¼ÆbAÈAÆA�¿�Æ§���ÈÆÈ�Æ¿§jX�xXÆA¼jA¿Æ��ÆÙ��X�ÆX�È�ßj�Æ¿AÈ�¿wAXÈ���ÆX�Ñ�bÆbjX���jÆ��ÆÈ�bAÛ¹¿Æj¼AÆ�wÆ¿��Ù��~Æ

economic growth and continued environmental degradation. 

This research paper is one in a series published by the Ash Center for Democratic Governance and Innovation at Harvard 

University’s John F. Kennedy School of Government. The views expressed in the Ash Center Policy Briefs Series are those 

�wÆÈ�jÆAÑÈ��¼©¿ªÆA�bÆb�Æ��ÈÆ�jXj¿¿A¼��ÛÆ¼jzjXÈÆÈ��¿jÆ�wÆÈ�jÆ����Æ�¬Æ�j��jbÛÆ/X����Æ�wÆ��Øj¼��j�ÈÆ�¼Æ�wÆ�A¼ØA¼bÆ3��Øj¼¿�-

ty. The papers in this series are intended to elicit feedback and to encourage debate on important public policy challenges.
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Introduction: On Authoritarian 
Resilience
Regime theory has long argued that authoritarian sys-

tems are inherently unstable because of their depen-

dence on coercion, over-centralization of decision 

making, and the privileging of personal over institution-

A�Æ§�Ùj¼¬Æ#Øj¼ÆÈ��j_ÆÈ�j¿jÆ��jwxX�j�X�j¿ÆÈj�bÆÈ�ÆÙjA�-

en the legitimacy of the ruling government, leading to 

generalized unrest and citizen dissatisfaction. In China, 

President and General Secretary of the CCP, Xi Jinping, 

appears determined to test this theory. Since assuming 

power in late 2012, he has undermined the foundation 

of what many observers argued was the driving force of 

CCP resilience – deepening institutionalization. Revers-

ing the trends initiated by his predecessors, Xi removed 

emerging norms culminating in ending presidential 

term limits. Reforms of the cadre system designed to 

strengthen meritocracy have been undermined by 

centralization and the imposition of greater ideolog-

ical conformity. Finally, by deploying and heading key 

leading work groups, Xi effectively sidelined functional 

and professional institutions of party and state. Never-

theless, as the CCP prepares to celebrate the 100th anni-

versary of its founding, the Party appears to be as strong 

as ever. A deeper resilience is founded on popular sup-

port for regime policy.  Thus, an intriguing question is 

whether, given Xi Jinping’s increasingly centralized and 

intrusive style of governance and the erosion of  institu-

tionalization, is there a danger that the  CCP might lose 

legitimacy in the eyes of its people?      

Because long-term, publicly-available, and national-

ly-representative surveys in mainland China are so rare, 

�ÈÆ�¿Æb�wxXÑ�ÈÆÈ�Æ���ÙÆ��ÙÆ�¼b��A¼ÛÆ
���j¿jÆX�È�ßj�¿Æwjj�Æ

1 The survey referenced in this brief was designed by the Harvard Ash Center for Democratic Innovation and implemented by a reputable domestic 

���j¿jÆ§�����~Æx¼�¬Æ

about their government. Many scholars have written on 

this topic, with some observers arguing that rising ex-

pectations, worsening income inequality, and the plu-

ralization of information sources have created a plat-

form for a “social volcano,” whereby a crisis could trigger 

mass political unrest. Others contend that Chinese citi-

zens credit the CCP for decades of rapid income growth, 

and are therefore unlikely to challenge its legitimacy to 

rule, provided that their standards of living continue to 

rise. Yet others maintain that the Party’s grip on social 

order is so powerful that even a clear failure of leader-

ship would be unlikely to affect the loyalty of most Chi-

�j¿jÆX�È�ßj�¿¬Æ��¼ÆAÆX�Ñ�È¼ÛÆÈ�AÈÆ�¿Æ���jÆÈ�Æ��j�xwÈ�Æ�wÆ

the world’s population and represents more than 16% 

of the global economy, China still presents us with few 

systematic avenues to understand the satisfaction levels 

of the  general public. 

The goal of this research brief, and of the longitudinal 

survey that informs it, is to address the question of gov-

ernment legitimacy in China using the most objective 

and quantitative methods currently available. Our sur-

vey1 contains data from eight separate waves between 

2003 and 2016, and records face-to-face interview 

responses from more than 31,000 individuals in both 

urban and rural settings. As such, it represents the lon-

gest-running independent effort to track citizen ap-

proval with all four levels of the Chinese government 

across time (ranging from the township, to the county, 

È�Æ È�jÆ §¼�Ø��X�A�_Æ A�bÆx�A��ÛÆ È�jÆ Xj�È¼A�Æ ~�Øj¼��j�Èª¬Æ

While no single survey can adequately address all as-

§jXÈ¿Æ�wÆ¿AÈ�¿wAXÈ���Æ�jØj�¿Æ��Æ
���A_ÆÈ��¿ÆO¼�jwÆ�bj�È�xj¿Æ

ÈÙ�Æ��§�¼ÈA�ÈÆÛjÈÆX��È¼A¿È��~Æx�b��~¿¬Æ

First, since 2003, Chinese citizen satisfaction with gov-

ernment has increased virtually across the board. From 
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the impact of broad national policies to the conduct of 

��XA�Æ È�Ù�Æ �wxX�A�¿_Æ 
���j¿jÆ X�È�ßj�¿Æ ¼AÈjÆ È�jÆ ~�Øj¼�-

ment as more capable and effective than ever before. 

Interestingly, more marginalized groups in poorer, in-

land regions are comparatively more likely to report in-

creases in satisfaction, casting doubt that China is sitting 

on a looming “social volcano.” Second, the attitudes of 

Chinese citizens appear to respond (both positively and 

negatively) to real changes in their material well-being, 

which suggests that such support could be undermined 

by the twin challenges of declining economic growth 

and a deteriorating natural environment.

1��¿Æ O¼�jwÆ �¿Æ b�Ø�bjbÆ ��È�Æ xØjÆ�A��Æ ¿jXÈ���¿¬Æ1�jÆ x¼¿ÈÆ

provides an overview of public’s assessment of the Chi-

�j¿jÆ ~�Øj¼��j�ÈÆ A�bÆ �È¿Æ �wxX�A�¿_Æ A�bÆ È�jÆ �jÚÈÆ È�¼jjÆ

present a more detailed examination of public opinion 

in three key policy areas: public service provision, cor-

ruption, and the environment. The concluding section 

offers a look at how Chinese public opinion might con-

tinue to evolve in the current era of stagnating econom-

ic growth and continued environmental degradation.   

Recent Trends in Citizen Satisfaction
The most striking feature of our survey’s data since 2003 

is the near-universal increase in Chinese citizens’ aver-

age satisfaction toward all four levels of government. To 

gauge satisfaction, respondents were asked to evaluate 

government performance on a scale of 1-4: 1 indicating 

¶Øj¼ÛÆb�¿¿AÈ�¿xjb·ÂÆ ÏÆ ¶wA�¼�ÛÆ b�¿¿AÈ�¿xjb·ÂÆ ÊÆ ¶wA�¼�ÛÆ ¿AÈ�¿-

xjb·ÂÆA�bÆ|Æ ¶Øj¼ÛÆ¿AÈ�¿xjb¬·Æ ��ÆA��Æ �Èj¼AÈ���¿Æ�wÆ È�jÆ¿Ñ¼-

vey, satisfaction declines as the government gets closer 

to the people, with local county and township govern-

ments consistently generating lower satisfaction from 

citizens than the central or provincial governments. 

This “hierarchical satisfaction” is particularly notewor-

thy because it is the opposite of what researchers ob-

serve in the United States and many other democracies, 

where local political leaders tend to be far more pop-

ular than state or federal leaders. Nevertheless, recent 

increases in public approval have begun to narrow this 

“hierarchical satisfaction” gap in China (Table 1). Even in 

2003, the central government received a strong level of 

satisfaction, with 86.1% expressing approval and 8.9% 

disapproving. This high level of satisfaction increased 

even further by 2016, but such increases were minimal 

because public satisfaction was already high to begin 

with. By contrast, in 2003, township-level governments 

had quite negative satisfaction rates, with 44% express-

ing approval and 52% disapproving. However, by 2016, 

È�j¿jÆ �Ñ�Oj¼¿Æ �AbÆ z�§§jb_ÆÙ�È�Æ Ãá«Æ A§§¼�Ø��~Æ A�bÆ

only 26% disapproving.    

These increases in satisfaction are not just limited 

to overall assessments of government performance. 

9�j�ÆA¿�jbÆAO�ÑÈÆÈ�jÆ¿§jX�xXÆX��bÑXÈÆA�bÆAÈÈ¼�OÑÈj¿Æ

�wÆ ��XA�Æ ~�Øj¼��j�ÈÆ �wxX�A�¿_Æ ��X¼jA¿��~Æ �Ñ�Oj¼¿Æ �wÆ

Chinese citizens view them as kind, knowledgeable, 

and effective (Table 2). For example, in 2003, more than 
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�A�wÆ �wÆ ¼j¿§��bj�È¿Æ wj�ÈÆ È�AÈÆ ��XA�Æ �wxX�A�¿Æ Ùj¼jÆ ¶ÈA��Æ

only” and were not practical problem solvers. However, 

OÛÆÏá�Ä_Æyy«Æ wj�ÈÆ È�AÈÆ�wxX�A�¿ÆÙj¼jÆ§¼AXÈ�XA�Æ§¼�O�j�Æ

solvers, while only 36% disagreed. Similarly, in 2003, 

È�jÆ§¼�§�¼È���Æ�wÆ¼j¿§��bj�È¿ÆÙ��Æwj�ÈÆÈ�AÈÆ��XA�Æ�wx-

cials were “beholden to the interests of the wealthy” was 

nearly double the proportion who felt that they were 

¶X��Xj¼�jbÆAO�ÑÈÆÈ�jÆb�wxXÑ�È�j¿Æ�wÆ�¼b��A¼ÛÆ§j�§�j¬·Æ	ÛÆ

2016, this situation had reversed, with 52% agreeing that 

��XA�Æ�wxX�A�¿Æ§¼��¼�È�ßjbÆÈ�jÆ�jjb¿Æ�wÆ�¼b��A¼ÛÆ§j�§�jÆ

and only 40% agreeing that they prioritized those of the 

wealthy.  

Beginning in 2004, the survey asked about respondents’ 

§j¼¿��A�Æ ��Èj¼AXÈ���¿Æ Ù�È�Æ ��XA�Æ ~�Øj¼��j�ÈÆ �wxX�A�¿Æ

and their impression of those interactions. In each sur-

vey iteration, roughly 15% of the sample reported inter-

AXÈ���¿ÆÙ�È�Æ~�Øj¼��j�ÈÆ�wxX�A�¿ÆbÑ¼��~Æ È�jÆ§¼jØ��Ñ¿Æ

12 months. However, while the interaction rate stayed 

relatively constant, citizen impressions of government 

response did not. The percentage who claimed that 

their situation was “not resolved at all” shrunk from 28% 

��ÆÏáá|Æ È�Æ �Ñ¿ÈÆÃ¬Ä«Æ ��ÆÏá�Ä¬Æ	ÛÆX��È¼A¿È_Æ È�jÆ§j¼Xj�È-

age who claimed that their situation was “complete-

ly resolved” rose from 19.3% in 2004 to 55.9% in 2016. 

!�ÈAO�Û_Æ��ÆÏáá|_ÆÈ�jÆ¼AÈjÆ�wÆX�È�ßj�¿ÆÙ��ÆÙj¼jÆ¿AÈ�¿xjbÆ

with the eventual outcome of their interactions was less 

È�A�Æ�A�wÆÈ�jÆ¼AÈjÆ�wÆÈ��¿jÆÙ��ÆÙj¼jÆb�¿¿AÈ�¿xjbÂÆÙ���jÆ

in 2016 the rate of satisfaction was more than triple the 

rate of dissatisfaction.       

Although it is clear that overall satisfaction with gov-

j¼��j�ÈÆ§j¼w�¼�A�XjÆ��X¼jA¿jbÆ¿�~��xXA�È�ÛÆOjÈÙjj�Æ

2003 and 2016, it is less obvious why these trends have 

occurred and whether or not they are sustainable. 

Therefore, in the next three sections, this brief delves 

more deeply into three key issues to understand better 

the precise nature of Chinese people’s satisfaction.

2003 2004 2005 2007 2009 2011 2015 2016

Central

1 1.3 1.8 1.4 0.6 0.3 1.2 0.4 0.3

2 7.6 9.5 7.6 5.2 2.9 5.0 6.3 4.0

3 60.7 59.2 59.8 54.1 50.9 54.5 55.2 61.5

4 25.4 22.9 20.7 38.2 45.0 37.3 37.6 31.6

Avg 3.16 3.11 3.11 3.32 3.41 3.3 3.31 3.3

Dis. 8.9 11.3 9.0 5.8 3.2 6.2 6.7 4.3

Sat. 86.1 82.1 80.5 92.3 95.9 91.8 92.8 93.1

Provincial

1 2.4 2.0 1.6 1.3 0.6 1.9 1.9 0.8

2 16.7 13.3 10.9 10.4 8.7 10.3 13.6 13.8

3 64.0 62.4 60.7 55.3 56.0 57.2 64.6 51.9

4 11.0 14.6 14.7 30.2 33.2 28.4 19.0 29.8

Avg 2.89 2.97 3.01 3.18 3.23 3.15 3.02 3.1

Dis. 19.1 15.3 12.5 11.7 9.3 12.2 15.5 14.6

Sat. 75.0 77.0 75.4 85.5 89.2 85.6 83.6 81.7

County

1 7.0 5.8 4.6 4.4 3.1 2.9 6.2 1.6

2 35.1 25.8 24.2 18.0 19.1 22.1 29.9 19.9

3 45.9 51.5 49.7 58.6 61.4 57.2 53.1 56.4

4 6.1 10.8 11.6 16.2 13.4 14.6 9.7 17.6

Avg 2.54 2.72 2.76 2.89 2.88 2.86 2.67 2.9

Dis. 42.1 31.6 28.8 22.4 22.2 25.0 36.1 21.5

Sat. 52.0 62.3 61.3 74.8 74.8 71.8 62.8 73.9

Township

1 18.7 12.3 9.3 8.9 7.3 6.2 9.5 2.3

2 32.9 26.1 27.1 27.1 27.8 26.9 34.2 23.3

3 38.1 45.8 47.0 49.8 54.2 52.9 47.0 57.4

4 5.5 10.1 8.7 10.9 7.3 10.9 7.8 12.8

Avg 2.32 2.57 2.6 2.65 2.65 2.71 2.54 2.8

Dis. 51.6 38.4 36.4 26.0 35.1 33.1 43.7 25.6

Sat. 43.6 55.9 55.7 60.7 61.5 63.8 54.8 70.2

1AOOHÆ�^Æ#Øj¼A��Æ/AÈ�¿wAXÈ���ÆOÛÆ

�jØj�Æ�wÆ��Øj¼��j�È©ÏááÊ�Ïá�Äª
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1AO�jÆÏ^Æ+ÑO��XÆ+j¼Xj§È���Æ�wÆ��XA�Æ��Øj¼��j�ÈÆ#ww�X�A�¿Æ©ÏááÊ�Ïá�Äª

1AO�jÆÊ^Æ+ÑO��XÆ��§¼j¿¿���¿Æ�wÆ��Èj¼AXÈ���¿ÆÙ�È�Æ��XA�Æ��Øj¼��j�ÈÆ#ww�X�A�¿Æ©Ïáá|�Ïá�Äª

�ŚĂƌĂĐƚĞƌŝƐƟĐƐ�ŽĨ�>ŽĐĂů�KĸĐŝĂůƐ 2003 2004 2005 2007 2009 2011 2015 2016

Aloof and conceited 48.2 45.2 42.6 41.5 39.4 42.2 41.8 44.3

�ĂŐĞƌ�ƚŽ�ŚĞůƉ�ƉĞŽƉůĞ�ĮŶĚ�ƐŽůƵƟŽŶƐ 30.9 31.9 38.7 47.3 46.8 47.3 54.9 48.7

/ŶĚŝīĞƌĞŶƚ 38.9 37.9 32.1 26.7 28.7 26.4 24.3 21.3

Kind 39.1 37.2 47.2 62.4 60.1 61.1 74 74.1

Ignorant 21.5 21.7 14.4 16.7 9.2 15.4 23 15.3

Knowledgeable 50.8 47.5 59.6 69.3 74.8 69.4 74.2 75.7

Rhetoric [talk] only 51.2 43.1 42.6 46.3 37.4 42.5 42.5 36.4

WƌĂĐƟĐĂů�ƉƌŽďůĞŵͲƐŽůǀĞƌƐ 26.3 31.3 37.2 43.4 45.6 47.1 54.1 55.3

Beholden to the interests of the wealthy 50.1 43.3 42.9 46.9 43.9 44.6 51.3 40

�ŽŶĐĞƌŶĞĚ�ǁͬ�ƚŚĞ�ĚŝĸĐƵůƟĞƐ�ŽĨ�ŽƌĚŝŶĂƌǇ�ƉĞŽƉůĞ 28.1 31.5 37 43.8 44.2 44 45.5 51.7

KŶůǇ�ĐŽŶĐĞƌŶĞĚ�ǁͬ�ƉůĞĂƐŝŶŐ�ƐƵƉĞƌǀŝƐŽƌƐ 54 47.4 43.5 48.9 49.4 45.8 50.5 42.9

ZĞĐĞƉƟǀĞ�ƚŽ�ƉƵďůŝĐ�ŽƉŝŶŝŽŶ 24.5 27.8 34.3 40.5 39.4 43 46 48

/ŵƉŽƐĞ�ŝůůĞŐĂů�ƚĂǆĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĨĞĞƐ 41.3 30.6 23.5 30.3 17.6 31.6 32.8 22.9

dĂǆ�ĂŶĚ�ĐŽůůĞĐƚ�ĨĞĞƐ�ĂĐĐŽƌĚŝŶŐ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�ůĂǁ 31.7 40.7 49.2 55.2 65.9 52.4 61.7 66.7

KŶůǇ�ĐŽŶĐĞƌŶĞĚ�ĂďŽƵƚ�ŽǁŶ�ŝŶƚĞƌĞƐƚƐ 49.8 41.2 41.7 42.4 40.3 41.6 44 37.5

^ĞƌǀĞ�ƚŚĞ�ŝŶƚĞƌĞƐƚƐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ůŽĐĂůŝƚǇ� 23.7 27.2 34.2 44.1 45.6 42.5 51.2 51.1

/ŵƉƌĞƐƐŝŽŶƐ�ŽĨ�/ŶƚĞƌĂĐƟŽŶƐ�ǁŝƚŚ�>ŽĐĂů�KĸĐŝĂůƐ 2004 2005 2007 2009 2011 2015 2016

EŽƚ�ƌĞƐŽůǀĞĚ�Ăƚ�Ăůů 28.3 24.7 20.4 26.4 25.5 11.3 7.6

WĂƌƟĂůůǇ�ƌĞƐŽůǀĞĚ 43.4 34.6 37.1 29 24.1 40.4 33.1

�ŽŵƉůĞƚĞůǇ�ƌĞƐŽůǀĞĚ 19.3 36 39.2 41.5 31.3 45.8 55.9

�ŝƐƐĂƟƐĮĞĚ�ǁŝƚŚ��ǀĞŶƚƵĂů�KƵƚĐŽŵĞ 64.2 46.6 40.7 43.7 41.9 29 23.3

^ĂƟƐĮĞĚ�ǁŝƚŚ��ǀĞŶƚƵĂů�KƵƚĐŽŵĞ 31.7 49.2 58.2 55.7 47.9 69.8 75.1
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Policy Area 1: Public Service Provision – 
Shifting from Economic to Social Policy
Current Chinese GDP per capita is 60 times greater 

than it was when the period of “Reform and Opening” 

(䷊ꪵ䋯䷒ªÆOj~A�Æ��Æ��Ão¬Æ��È��Ñ~�Æw�¼ÈÛÆÛjA¼¿Æ�wÆ¼A§�bÆ
growth have helped to improve living standards and lift 

more than 800 million Chinese out of poverty, the gains 

of reform have not been distributed equally. Under the 

leadership of Deng Xiaoping and later Jiang Zemin, the 

CCP made a conscious policy effort to “let some get rich 

x¼¿È_·Æj�X�Ñ¼A~��~ÆA�ÆjÚ§�¼È��jbÆ~¼�ÙÈ�Æ��bj�ÆÈ�AÈÆ§¼�-

marily served to enrich urban ports along China’s east-

ern seaboard. Residents in rural, inland regions were 

freed from the burdens of collectivized agriculture, 

but were otherwise left to fend for themselves. At the 

same time, the 1980s and 1990s saw the dismantling of 

the so-called “iron rice bowl,” a Mao Zedong-era cra-

dle-to-grave support system that provided citizens with 

state-sponsored jobs, housing, and basic healthcare. As 

this system was phased out, the task of providing public 

services shifted largely to individual county and town-

ship governments. Without adequate formal taxing 

�jA¿Ñ¼j¿ÆA�bÆx¿XA�ÆÈ¼A�¿wj¼¿Æw¼��Æ��~�j¼Æ�jØj�¿Æ�wÆ~�Ø-

ernment, towns and villages not fortunate enough to be 

��XAÈjbÆ��Æ��~�Æ~¼�ÙÈ�Æ¼j~���¿Æ�AbÆb�wxXÑ�È�j¿Æ�jjÈ��~Æ

their expenditure obligations, often resorting to ex-

tra-budgetary taxes and fees to raise revenue. 

By the early 2000s, trends created a China that was far 

wealthier, but also far more unequal, than it had been a 

quarter-century before. While some Chinese lived lives 

�wÆ�jÙw�Ñ�bÆX��w�¼ÈÂÆ ��Æ§��¼j¼_Æ �A¼~j�ÛÆ¼Ñ¼A�ÆA¼jA¿Æ�wÆ

China, access to basic public services such as health in-

surance, social security, and unemployment relief was 

largely non-existent. This stark divide between China’s 

“haves” and “have nots” led many observers to wonder 

whether the legitimacy of the CCP would soon be chal-

lenged by the resentment of those who had not ben-

	ÛÆ	¼ÔX�j�#¿ÈjÑ¼�§AÆ�Æ#Ù�ÆÙ�¼�_Æ+ÑO��XÆ���A��_Æ�ÈÈ§¿^ÅÅX�����¿¬Ù����jb�A¬�¼~ÅÙÅ��bjÚ¬§�§²XÑ¼�bsoÊ|á�ÊÃ
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jxÈÈjbÆ wÑ��ÛÆ w¼��Æ È�jÆ jX�����XÆ ¼jw�¼�¿¬Æ�Æ ¿�~��xXA�ÈÆ

group within the Chinese leadership shared these con-

cerns, and after General Secretary Hu Jintao and Premier 

Wen Jiabao ascended to power in 2003, they launched 

a series of policy measures designed to provide a ba-

sic social safety net for China’s disadvantaged popula-

tions. While these policies remain far from complete 

A�bÆ�AØjÆ ¿Ñwwj¼jbÆ�Ñ�j¼�Ñ¿Æ ¿jÈOAX�¿Æ A�bÆ ��jwxX�j�-

X�j¿_Æ È�j�¼Æ ¿�~��xXA�XjÆ ¿��Ñ�bÆ��ÈÆ OjÆÑ�bj¼j¿È��AÈjb¬Æ

For example, between 2006 and 2011, the percentage of 

China’s population covered by health insurance more 

than doubled, from 43% to 95%.  Also, by 2011, the cen-

tral government’s expenditure on rural and agricultural 

issues had reached nearly three trillion yuan, ten times 

the same expenditure in 2004. Furthermore, under 

current President Xi Jinping, there is some evidence 

that urban-rural and coastal-inland inequalities have 

plateaued, and may have even begun to shrink.

One of the main goals of the Ash Center survey is to 

measure satisfaction with basic public service provi-

sion at the local level. The fact that the survey began 

precisely at the moment (summer 2003) when Hu and 

Wen began to implement their redistributive changes is 

a fortunate coincidence. The timing of the survey makes 

it possible to determine: 1) Whether Chinese citizens 

actually received greater access to and higher quality of 

public services such as healthcare, welfare, and educa-

È���ÂÆA�bÆÏªÆ9�jÈ�j¼Æ~�Øj¼��j�ÈÆ¿AÈ�¿wAXÈ���Æ��X¼jA¿jbÆ

faster in the poorer, rural inland regions that were the 

target of these redistributive policies.    

Table 4 shows that, between 2005 and 2011, survey re-

spondents reported large increases in access to several 

different insurance and social welfare programs. These 

increases were particularly notable in small towns and 

rural villages, which in 2005 had far lower participation 

rates than large cities. For example, the proportion of 

rural villagers covered by basic medical insurance rose 

from 32% in 2005 to 82.8% in 2011, while the proportion 

with basic employee pension plans rose from 36.8% 

to �����¬Æ ��¼j�Øj¼_Æ È�jÆ �Ñ�Oj¼Æ �wÆ Ø���A~j¼¿Æ Ù�È�Æ ��Æ
AXXj¿¿Æto any of the six listed programs dropped from 

58.3% in 2005 to just 13.2% in 2011.

One way to gauge whether this expansion of public ser-

vice provisions actually led to increased government 

support is to divide the survey sample into “haves” and 

“have nots” and then compare relative rates of satis-

faction increase between 2003 and 2016 (Table 5). Our 

analysis reveals two noteworthy trends. First, low-in-

come residents (respondents who reported an annual 

household income below the sample median in a giv-

en year) showed much greater increases in satisfaction 

than high-income residents. Second, residents in inland 

regions showed much greater increases in satisfaction 

than residents living along China’s eastern coastline. 

	�È�Æ�wÆÈ�j¿jÆx�b��~¿_ÆÙ��X�ÆÙjÆÈj¼�ÆÈ�jÆ¶��X��jÆjw-

fect” and “region effect” respectively, are far stronger 

at the local level, which makes sense because it is local 

governments that are primarily responsible for basic 

service provisions.

By Venus - China One Child Policy, CC BY 2.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.

php?curid=2964631
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In addition to the income and region effects displayed 

in Table 5, regression analyses show that three key mac-

ro-scale economic variables (which serve as proxies for 

a given locality’s level of public service provision) also 

jÚ��O�ÈÆAÆ¿�~��xXA�ÈÆA�bÆ§�¿�È�ØjÆ¼j�AÈ���¿��§ÆÙ�È�Æ~�Ø-

ernment satisfaction. For example, all else equal, resi-

dents in localities that spend a higher percentage of the 

local budget on education, health, and welfare are more 

likely to report higher satisfaction rates. The same is true 

for residents in areas with better road infrastructure and 

2 For a detailed explanation of the income and region effects, and of the regression analyses mentioned in this article, see Turiel, Cunningham, and Saich 
(2019).

lower ratios of urban-rural income inequality. More-

over, when these three macro-scale economic variables 

are controlled for, the income and region effects not-

ed in Table 5 largely disappear, suggesting that much of 

the observed variation in relative satisfaction changes 

�¿Æ bÑjÆ È�Æ�jA¿Ñ¼jAO�jÆz�Ù¿Æ�wÆ ~�Øj¼��j�È�§¼�Ø�bjbÆ

goods and services.2

Thus, it is clear that, since 2003, increases in citizen 

satisfaction with government performance have been 

disproportionately concentrated amongst the more 

1AO�jÆy^Æ�jA�Æ��Øj¼��j�ÈÆ/AÈ�¿wAXÈ���Æ��X¼jA¿jÆw¼��ÆÏááÊÆÈ�ÆÏá�ÄÆ©	ÛÆ��X��jÆA�bÆ.j~���ª

1AO�jÆ|^Æ�jØj�¿Æ�wÆ+ÑO��XÆ+A¼È�X�§AÈ���Æ��Æ/j�jXÈjbÆ/�X�A�Æ+¼�~¼A�¿Æ©Ïááy�Ïá��ª

/ŶƐƵƌĂŶĐĞ�ĂŶĚ�^ŽĐŝĂů�tĞůĨĂƌĞ�WƌŽŐƌĂŵƐ� City� Town Village

2005 2007 2009 2011 2005 2007 2009 2011 2005 2007 2009 2011

�ŵƉůŽǇĞĞ�ďĂƐŝĐ�ĞŶĚŽǁŵĞŶƚ�ŝŶƐƵƌĂŶĐĞ 55.3 65.7 75 79.4 29.6 30.5 49.9 67 36.8 53 63.6 77.3

�ŵƉůŽǇĞĞ�ͬ�ƌĞƐŝĚĞŶƚ�ďĂƐŝĐ�ŵĞĚŝĐĂů�ŝŶƐƵƌĂŶĐĞ 53 65.4 74.1 85.7 28.9 31.2 56.9 70.2 32 53 66.4 82.8

hŶĞŵƉůŽǇŵĞŶƚ�ŝŶƐƵƌĂŶĐĞ 18.2 23 33.2 40 1.8 3.6 10.2 18.8 11.7 16 22.8 28.3

tŽƌŬ�ŝŶũƵƌǇ�ŝŶƐƵƌĂŶĐĞ 6.6 8.1 19.9 26.2 2.1 1.7 7 11 4.4 5.8 14.1 28

DĂƚĞƌŶŝƚǇ�ŝŶƐƵƌĂŶĐĞ 3.3 4.2 11.5 13.3 0.8 0.5 3.1 7.5 3.6 2.9 7.7 11.6

,ŽƵƐŝŶŐ�ĨƵŶĚ 31.2 28.7 30 33 11.6 8.2 6.8 7.1 20.4 21.3 19.5 18.6

EŽŶĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ĂďŽǀĞ 30.8 24.1 16.9 11.1 61.1 59.7 27.8 22.4 58.3 37 21.8 13.2

Urban Rural

Central Provincial County Town Central Provincial County Town

>ŽǁͲ/ŶĐŽŵĞ 0.25 0.29 0.38 0.44 0.04 0.28 0.53 0.76

,ŝŐŚͲ/ŶĐŽŵĞ 0.23 0.29 0.24 0.36 0.09 0.29 0.39 0.42

�ŝīĞƌĞŶĐĞ 0.02 0 0.14 0.08 ͲϬ͘Ϭϱ ͲϬ͘Ϭϭ 0.14 0.34

Urban Rural

Central Provincial County Town Central Provincial County Town
Periphery 0.24 0.34 0.39 0.43 0.07 0.35 0.56 0.78

Core 0.24 0.19 0.16 0.11 0 0.11 0.23 0.19

�ŝīĞƌĞŶĐĞ 0 0.15 0.23 0.32 0.07 0.24 0.33 0.59
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marginalized populations targeted by Hu and Wen’s re-

b�¿È¼�OÑÈ�ØjÆ§���XÛÆ¼jw�¼�¿¬Æ1�j¿jÆx�b��~¿Æ¿Ñ~~j¿ÈÆÈ�AÈ_Æ

far from representing a dangerous undercurrent of so-

cial and political resentment, China’s poorer residents 

feel that government is increasingly effective at deliver-

ing basic healthcare, welfare, and other public services. 

3�È��AÈj�Û_ÆÙ���jÆ
���j¿jÆ X�È�ßj�¿Æ ¿È���Æ �bj�È�wÛÆ ¿�~��x-

cant problems such as persistent income inequality and 

job insecurity, the majority believe that things are mov-

ing in a positive direction and credit the government for 

improvements in their material well-being.

Courtesy Tonyxy1992 via Wikimedia Commons
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Policy Area 2: Corruption – Reactive 
Success

�¼¼Ñ§È���Æ�¿Æw¼j±Ñj�È�ÛÆ�bj�È�xjbÆOÛÆ
���j¿jÆX�È�ßj�¿Æ 

as one of the most serious problems that they face. 

Therefore, it is no surprise that, out of 20 local gover-

nance performance metrics included in the Ash Center 

survey, “punishing corruption” ranked dead last in av-

erage satisfaction between 2003 and 2011. On a four-

point scale, average satisfaction with punishing corrup-

tion during this period was just 2.38 (compared to the 

next lowest metric, “creating jobs,” at 2.52). Unlike satis-

faction with local public service provision, the public’s 

views of corruption showed no clear trends during the 

Hu-Wen era. Satisfaction with government handling of 

corruption remained low in 2003 and 2005, improved 

¿�~��xXA�È�ÛÆ ��Æ ÏááÃÆ A�bÆ Ïáá�_Æ OÑÈÆ X¼AÈj¼jbÆ A~A��Æ ��Æ 

2011 (Table 6). 

1AO�jÆ Ä^Æ ��ØjÆ ��Ùj¿È�.AÈjbÆ ��XA�Æ ��Øj¼��j�ÈÆ

+j¼w�¼�A�XjÆ�jÈ¼�X¿Æ©ÏááÊ�Ïá��ª

�¼��Æ ÏááÃ_Æ È�jÆ ¿Ñ¼ØjÛÆ Oj~A�Æ A¿���~Æ ��¼jÆ bjÈA��jbÆ

questions about corruption and we notice a clear drop 

��Æ¿AÈ�¿wAXÈ���ÆbÑ¼��~ÆÈ�jÆx�A�ÆÛjA¼¿Æ�wÆÈ�jÆ�Ñ�9j�ÆAb-

����¿È¼AÈ���¬Æ��ÆÏááÃÆA�bÆÏáá�_Æ¼�Ñ~��ÛÆj±ÑA�Æ§¼�§�¼-

tions of respondents judged the government’s efforts in 

x~�È��~ÆX�¼¼Ñ§È���Æ A¿Æ ¶~��b·Æ A�bÆ ¶§��¼·Æ ¼j¿§jXÈ�Øj�Û¬Æ 

However, by 2011, the public’s views had become pre-

dominantly negative, with only 35.5% rating government 

efforts as good and 58.1% rating them as poor. Similarly, 

between 2009 and 2011, the proportion of respondents 

Ù��ÆØ�jÙjbÆ
���j¿jÆ�wxX�A�¿ÆA¿Æ¶X�jA�·Æb¼�§§jbÆw¼��Æ 

|Ï¬Ã«ÆÈ�ÆÊy¬|«Æ©1AO�jÆÃª¬Æ

1AO�jÆÃ^Æ+ÑO��XÆ+j¼Xj§È���¿Æ�wÆÈ�jÆ��Èj~¼�ÈÛÆ�wÆ��XA�Æ

��Øj¼��j�ÈÆ#ww�X�A�¿Æ©ÏááÃ�Ïá�Äª

Several events §�Èj�È�A��ÛÆ contributed to this 

souring of public opinion. In July 2011, just two 

months before the Ash Center survey was 

administered, the Wenzhou train disaster sparked 

widespread, netizen outrage on social media with the 

Ministry of Transportation blamed for being 

rudderless and ill-prepared in the wake of sev-j¼A�Æ

��~��§¼�w��jÆ X�¼¼Ñ§È���Æ ��X�bj�È¿¬Æ ��Æ È�jÆ ¿Ñ��j¼Æof 

2011, systemic corruption rings were exposed within 

the People’s Bank of China and the Chinese Red 

Cross, AÈÈ¼AXÈ��~Æ ¿�~��w�XA�ÈÆ�j~AÈ�ØjÆ �jb�AÆ AÈÈj�È���¬Æ

1�j¿jÆ scandals coincided with the emergence of 

social me-dia platforms such as Sina Weibo, which 

allowed in-formation about corruption incidents to 

spread rapidly through channels not fully controlled 

by the state. As a result, by the end of the Hu-Wen 

administration, public 

/ƐƐƵĞ��ƌĞĂ 2003 2004 2005 2007 2009 2011 Avg.

�ƩƌĂĐƟŶŐ�

/ŶǀĞƐƚŵĞŶƚ 2.53 2.31 2.73 2.76 2.74 2.76 2.64

Safety Net for 

&ĂŵŝůŝĞƐ��ǆƉĞƌŝͲ

encing Hardship 2.38 2.44 2.58 2.68 2.65 2.69 2.57

hŶĞŵƉůŽǇŵĞŶƚ�

/ŶƐƵƌĂŶĐĞ 2.27 2.49 2.58 2.59 2.61 2.65 2.53

�ƌĞĂƟŶŐ�:ŽďƐ 2.25 2.48 2.59 2.62 2.51 2.67 2.52

WƵŶŝƐŚŝŶŐ��ŽƌͲ

ƌƵƉƟŽŶ 1.99 2.66 2.38 2.50 2.47 2.29 2.38

WĞƌĐĞƉƟŽŶ�ŽĨ�

>ŽĐĂů��ŚŝŶĞƐĞ�'Žǀ-

ĞƌŶŵĞŶƚ�KĸĐŝĂůƐ 2007 2009 2011 2015 2016

sĞƌǇ�ƵŶĐůĞĂŶ 5.2 6 8.4 8.8 4.4

Not so clean 41.6 42.8 46.8 44.7 24.9

ZĞůĂƟǀĞůǇ�ĐůĞĂŶ 40.1 41.2 32.8 39.4 55.1

Very clean 1.2 1.5 2.6 4.8 10.2

ZĞĨƵƐĞĚ 0.9 0.8 0.6 0.3 0.4

DK 11.1 7.8 8.8 1.9 4.9

Total Unclean 46.8 48.8 55.2 53.5 29.3

Total Clean 41.3 42.7 35.4 44.2 65.3
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attitudes with respect to corruption had grown decid-

edly negative.

Xi Jinping, on assuming the presidency (March 2013), 

unleashed the largest anti-corruption campaign of 

China’s modern era, arresting more than 120 high-lev-

el party leaders and over 100,000 lower-level govern-

�j�ÈÆ�wxX�A�¿¬Æ#O¿j¼Øj¼¿ÆbjOAÈjbÆÙ�jÈ�j¼Æ;�¹¿Æ jww�¼È¿Æ

stemmed from a genuine desire to curb corruption or 

were a purely self-interested attempt to consolidate 

political power, or a combination of both. Nevertheless, 

according to the Ash Center survey, Chinese citizens 

were generally supportive of Xi’s actions. While just 

35.5% of respondents approved of government efforts 

È�Æx~�ÈÆX�¼¼Ñ§È���Æ��ÆÏá��_ÆÈ�AÈÆx~Ñ¼jÆ�AbÆ¼�¿j�ÆÈ�ÆÃ�¬y«Æ

by 2016 (Table 6). Likewise, the proportion of citizens 

Ù��ÆØ�jÙjbÆ
���j¿jÆ~�Øj¼��j�ÈÆ�wxX�A�¿ÆA¿Æ~j�j¼A��ÛÆ

“clean” increased from 35.4% in 2011, to 44.2% in 2015, 

A�bÆÄy¬Ê«Æ��ÆÏá�ÄÆ©1AO�jÆÃª¬Æ1�Ñ¿_ÆÙ���jÆ
���j¿jÆ§ÑO��XÆ

may not have been clear about Xi’s precise political mo-

tivations, by 2016 the majority of respondents felt that 

government efforts to control corruption were having 

an effect and that things were moving in the right di-

rection.      

The case of corruption shows that, even during periods 

of increasing overall satisfaction, citizen attitudes to-

ÙA¼b¿ÆÈ�jÆ~�Øj¼��j�È¹¿Æ�A�b���~Æ�wÆ¿§jX�xXÆ�¿¿Ñj¿ÆXA�Æ

bjØ�AÈjÆ¿�~��xXA�È�Û¬Æ	ÛÆÈ�jÆj�bÆ�wÆÈ�jÆ�Ñ�9j�Æj¼A_ÆÈ�j¼jÆ

was a general sense that, despite progress in spurring 

economic development and raising living standards, ef-

forts to promote good governance had stalled, or even 

regressed. Only after the central government signaled 

its commitment in the form of a mass campaign with 

real consequences for powerful individuals did public 

opinion begin to shift in a more positive direction. 
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Policy Area 3: The Environment  - An In-
formed Citizenry Focused on Health
�Ñ¼��~Æ È�jÆx¼¿ÈÆ È�¼jjÆbjXAbj¿Æ�wÆ¼jw�¼�_Æ È�jÆ

+Æ§¼�-

oritized economic growth, largely at the expense of 

China’s natural environment. Today, air pollution alone 

causes more than 1 million premature Chinese deaths 

per year, and in urban areas less than 1% of the popu-

lation breathes air considered safe by European Union 

standards. In the countryside, more than 300 million 

citizens lack access to clean drinking water, and more 

than one-quarter of major rivers in China have been 

X�A¿¿�xjbÆA¿Æ¶Ñ�¿Ñ�ÈAO�jÆw�¼Æ�Ñ�A�ÆX��ÈAXÈ¬·Æ��ÆAbb�È���Æ

to air and water pollution, China suffers from exten-

¿�ØjÆ ¿���Æ X��ÈA���AÈ���_Æ bjw�¼j¿ÈAÈ���_Æ bj¿j¼È�xXAÈ���_Æ

and habitat loss. Although the Chinese government has 

3 Our survey did not begin to ask detailed questions about environmental issues until 2015. Also, in addition to the 2015 and 2016 iterations of the 
survey, which were administered in January and March respectively, the Ash Center sponsored a separate survey composed entirely of environmental 
questions, which was administered in June 2016. Although the June 2016 survey asked many of the same questions and was implemented by the same 
domestic polling agency, the survey locations chosen were different than those used in the 2003-2016 iterations of the survey. Therefore, this section 
focuses mainly on the results of the June 2016 environmental survey and avoids direct comparisons with the other Ash Center surveys.  

made real progress in recent years crafting policies to 

address these problems, environmental issues are still 

the number one cause of citizen complaints and mass 

protests in China.3 

Our 2016 survey reveals that Chinese citizens are most 

concerned about air pollution, with 34% naming it as the 

most important environmental issue. This is followed 

in perceived importance by food safety (19%), climate 

change (16%), and water pollution (12%). Sorted by place 

of residency, urban dwellers are disproportionally like-

ly to view climate change as the most serious environ-

mental issue, while rural villagers are more likely to be 

concerned about water pollution (Table 8). Interesting-

�Û_Æ Ãy«Æ�wÆ A��Æ ¼j¿§��bj�È¿ÆOj��jØjÆ È�AÈÆX���AÈjÆX�A�~jÆ

�¿Æ¼jA�ÆA�bÆXAÑ¿jbÆOÛÆ�Ñ�A�ÆOj�AØ��¼_ÆA�bÆ�jA¼�ÛÆÃá«Æ

¿Ñ§§�¼ÈÆj�AXÈ��~ÆAÆ�AÈ����Ù�bjÆj��¿¿���¿ÆÈAÚÂÆwA¼Æ��~�-

Photo by Pixabay from Pexels
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er percentages than rates found in the United States. 

When asked to compare their current local air quali-

ÈÛÆÈ�ÆxØjÆÛjA¼¿ÆA~�_Æ|�«Æ¿A�bÆ�ÈÆ�AbÆÙ�¼¿j�jb_ÆÏ�«Æ¿A�bÆ

it was roughly the same, while only 22% thought that it 

had improved. Chinese citizens are much more opti-

��¿È�XÆ������~ÆxØjÆÛjA¼¿ÆA�jAb�Æ|Ê«ÆjÚ§jXÈÆÈ�j�¼Æ��XA�Æ

air quality to get better, 31% expect it to stay the same, 

and only 26% expect it to get worse (Table 9).

1AO�jÆo^Æ+ÑO��XÆ+j¼Xj§È���¿Æ�wÆÈ�jÆ��¿ÈÆ/j¼��Ñ¿Æ

�Ø�¼����j�ÈA�Æ�¿¿Ñj¿Æ©�Ñ�jÆÏá�Äª

Overall, on a scale of 1-10 (with 10 being the highest), 

mean perceived local air quality was 6.28. However, 

Ù�È�ÆAÆ¿ÈA�bA¼bÆbjØ�AÈ���Æ�wÆ�¬Ã|_Æ È�j¼jÆÙA¿Æ¿�~��xXA�ÈÆ

variation around this average. One of the main goals of 

the June 2016 survey was to test whether differences in 

§j¼Xj�ØjbÆ��XA�ÆA�¼Æ±ÑA��ÈÛÆX�Ñ�bÆOjÆjÚ§�A��jbÆOÛÆzÑXÈÑ-

ations in actual, measured air quality at the local level. 

To do this, daily recorded AQI (air quality index) values 

from each city were matched with perceived air quality 

data using the exact date and location of each survey 

response. The results show a clear correlation between 

daily measured AQI and citizen perceptions of local air 

quality on that same day, indicating that subjective as-

sessments of air pollution in China have a strong basis 

in reality (Figure 1). Measured AQI is also negatively cor-

related with reported life satisfaction, although in this 

instance deviations from average air quality are more 

important than absolute levels. In other words, Chinese 

citizens report increased life satisfaction on days when 

local air quality is better than annual averages and de-

creased life satisfaction on days when local air quality 

is worse than annual averages (Figure 2). This suggests 

that, although people in China are fairly accurate in 

gauging local air quality, they become habituated to pol-

lution over time, only displaying an emotional response 

Ù�j�Æ�jA¿Ñ¼jbÆA�¼Æ±ÑA��ÈÛÆbjØ�AÈj¿Æ ¿�~��xXA�È�ÛÆ w¼��Æ

typical levels. 

��~Ñ¼jÆ�^Æ1�jÆwwjXÈÆ�wÆ#O¿j¼ØjbÆ�A��ÛÆ�,�Æ��Æ

+j¼Xj�ØjbÆ��XA�Æ��¼Æ,ÑA��ÈÛÆ
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�ŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚĂů�/ƐƐƵĞ��ƌĞĂ City dŽǁŶ� Village Total

�ŝƌ�WŽůůƵƟŽŶ 34.6 35 31.2 33.5

Food Safety 19.7 18.8 18.7 19.1

�ůŝŵĂƚĞ��ŚĂŶŐĞ 19.3 13.9 15.7 16.9

tĂƚĞƌ�WŽůůƵƟŽŶ 9.8 10.9 16.6 12.4

,ĂďŝƚĂƚ��ĞƐƚƌƵĐƟŽŶ�ͬ�>ŽƐƐ�

of Land and Wildlife 2.9 3.2 3.4 3.2

�ůů��ƌĞ��ƋƵĂůůǇ�^ĞƌŝŽƵƐ 13.5 17.6 13.6 14.4

EŽŶĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ��ďŽǀĞ��ƌĞ�

^ĞƌŝŽƵƐ 0.2 0.6 0.8 0.5

�ŽŵƉĂƌĞĚ�ƚŽ�&ŝǀĞ�zĞĂƌƐ��ŐŽ �ǆƉĞĐƚĂƟŽŶƐ�&ŝǀĞ�zĞĂƌƐ�ĨƌŽŵ�EŽǁ

Mean ^� �ĞƩĞƌ tŽƌƐĞ ^ĂŵĞ �ĞƩĞƌ tŽƌƐĞ ^ĂŵĞ

6.28 1.74 ��% ��% ��% ��% ��% ��%

1AO�jÆ�^Æ+ÑO��XÆ+j¼Xj§È���¿Æ�wÆ��XA�Æ��¼Æ,ÑA��ÈÛÆ©�Ñ�jÆÏá�Äª
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��~Ñ¼jÆÏ^Æ1�jÆwwjXÈÆ�wÆ��¼Æ+���ÑÈ���Æ�jØ�AÈ���¿Æ��Æ

��wjÆ/AÈ�¿wAXÈ���Æ

Respondents who had a negative view of local air qual-

ity were also more likely to give the government poor 

marks for its handling of environmental issues. OLS re-

gression shows that, controlling for a wide range of oth-

er variables, a one point drop in perceived local air qual-

ity (measured on a 10 point scale) produces a 0.08 drop 

in satisfaction with local environmental governance 

©�jA¿Ñ¼jbÆ��ÆAÆ|Æ§���ÈÆ¿XA�jª¬Æ1��¿Æx�b��~Æ��b�XAÈj¿ÆÈ�AÈÆ

ordinary people in China attribute the problem of pol-

�ÑÈ���Æ©AÈÆ�jA¿ÈÆ��Æ§A¼ÈªÆÈ�Æ¿§jX�xXÆ�Ñ�A�ÆwAXÈ�¼¿_ÆA�bÆb�Æ

not simply view it as a random act of nature or the inev-

itable price of economic progress. Perceptions of local 

A�¼Æ±ÑA��ÈÛÆA¼jÆ�A¼~j�ÛÆ��zÑj�XjbÆOÛÆÙ�AÈÆ¼j¿�bj�È¿Æ¿jjÆ

�ÑÈ¿�bjÆÈ�j�¼Æ�Ù�ÆÙ��b�Ù¿Æ�A���~Æ�ÈÆb�wxXÑ�ÈÆw�¼Æ��XA�Æ

�wxX�A�¿ÆÈ�Æb�Øj¼ÈÆO�A�jÆOÛÆj�~A~��~Æ��Æ§���È�XA�Æ¿ÈÑ�È¿Æ

or controlling access to information.

By itself, poor air quality itself does not necessarily lead 

to widespread citizen action.  While air pollution is as-

sociated with negative perceptions of environmental 

governance, neither objective nor perceived measures 

of local air quality directly affect individuals’ willingness 

to lodge environmental complaints or engage in pro-

tests. Table 10 shows that only around 10% of  respon-

bj�È¿Æ�AbÆjØj¼Æx�jbÆA�Æ�wxX�A�ÆX��§�A��ÈÆ�¼Æ§jÈ�È���Æ¼j-

lated to air pollution, and two-thirds of those surveyed 

stated they would consider participating in a hypo-

thetical air pollution protest in their city (20% said they 

Ù�Ñ�bÆ ¶bjx��Èj�ÛÆ §A¼È�X�§AÈj_·ÆÙ���jÆ A��È�j¼Æ |Ã«Æ ¿A�bÆ

they would “likely consider” protesting). However, these 

rates were not directly affected by real or perceived 

air quality, and were instead more dependent on oth-

er, more individualized, personal opinion variables. In 

particular, respondents were much more likely to lodge 

complaints or protest if they felt that air pollution had 

negatively impacted their own health or the health of 

their immediate family members (approximately 30% 

of the sample). Reliance on internet news was likewise 

correlated with a higher willingness to protest, suggest-

ing that tech-savvy individuals with more access to in-

dependent media sources are more likely to challenge 

the status quo.

1AO�jÆ�á^Æ�jÈj¼���A�È¿Æ�wÆÈ�jÆ9�����~�j¿¿ÆÈ�Æ
��§�A��Æ

�¼Æ+A¼È�X�§AÈjÆ��Æ�Ø�¼���j�ÈA�Æ+¼�Èj¿È¿

Taken together, these results yield important informa-

È���Æ w�¼Æ ��XA�Æ A�bÆXj�È¼A�Æ ~�Øj¼��j�ÈÆ�wxX�A�¿Æ��§��~Æ

to maintain popular support in the face of extensive 

environmental degradation. On the one hand, Chinese 

citizens are able to gauge local-scale air pollution accu-
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KǀĞƌĂůů
,ĞĂůƚŚ�/ŵƉĂĐƚƐ /ŶƚĞƌŶĞƚ�EĞǁƐ

zĞƐ EŽ zĞƐ EŽ

>ŽĚŐĞĚ�

Complaint

zĞƐ 10.7% 17.9% 6.3% 11.3% 8.7%

EŽ 89.3% 82.1% 93.7% 88.7% 91.3%

tŝůůŝŶŐ�ƚŽ�

Protest

�ĞĮŶŝƚĞůǇ�

zĞƐ
19.7% 31.2% 12.6% 21.2% 17.5%

>ŝŬĞůǇ�zĞƐ 46.8% 48.6% 45.7% 49.0% 44.4%

>ŝŬĞůǇ�EŽ 25.8% 16.5% 31.5% 23.4% 28.0%

�ĞĮŶŝƚĞůǇ�

EŽ
7.7% 3.7% 10.2% 6.4% 10.1%
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rately and tend to blame the government for declines in 

their overall life satisfaction. However, they also show 

that perceptions of poor air quality alone are not enough 

to cause Chinese citizens to complain or protest, and 

that such actions are primarily driven by individuals’ 

perceptions of direct health threats to themselves or 

their immediate family members.

Conclusion: Continued Resilience 
through Earned Legitimacy
Although China is certainly not immune from severe 

social and economic challenges, there is little evidence 

to support the idea that the CCP is losing legitima-

cy in the eyes of its people. In fact, our survey shows 

that, across a wide variety of metrics, by 2016 the Chi-

nese government was more popular than at any point 

during the previous two decades. On average, Chinese 

citizens reported that the government’s provision of 

healthcare, welfare, and other essential public services 

was far better and more equitable than when the survey 

began in 2003. Also, in terms of corruption, the drop 

in satisfaction between 2009 and 2011 was complete-

ly erased, and the public appeared generally support-

ive of Xi Jinping’s widely-publicized anti-corruption 

campaign. Even on the issue of the environment, where 

many citizens expressed dissatisfaction, the majority 

of respondents expected conditions to improve over 

the next several years. For each of these issues, China’s 

poorer, non-coastal residents expressed equal (if not 

jØj�Æ~¼jAÈj¼ªÆX��xbj�XjÆ��ÆÈ�jÆAXÈ���¿Æ�wÆ~�Øj¼��j�ÈÆ

than more privileged residents. As such, there was no 

real sign of burgeoning discontent among China’s main 

demographic groups, casting doubt on the idea that the 

country was facing a crisis of political legitimacy.     

With the onset of Covid-19 and the economic damage 

and social dislocation that it caused, the survey reve-

las that the CCP cannot take the political support of 

its people for granted. Although state censorship and 

propaganda are widespread, our survey reveals that 

citizen perceptions of governmental performance re-

spond most to real, measurable changes in individuals’ 

material well-being. Satisfaction and support must be 

consistently reinforced. For Chinese leaders at all levels, 

this is a double-edged sword. Citizens who have grown 

accustomed to increases in living standards and service 

provision will expect such improvements to continue, 

A�bÆX�È�ßj�¿ÆÙ��Æ§¼A�¿jÆ~�Øj¼��j�ÈÆ�wxX�A�¿Æw�¼ÆjwwjX-

tive policies may blame them when policy failures affect 

them or their family members directly. While our sur-

vey reinforces the narrative of CCP resilience, our data 

A�¿�Æ §���ÈÆ È�Æ ¿§jX�xXÆ A¼jA¿Æ ��ÆÙ��X�Æ X�È�ßj�Æ ¿AÈ�¿wAX-

tion could decline in today’s era of slowing economic 

growth and continued environmental degradation. 
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